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BACKGROUND OF INVENTION

The present invention generally relates to the field of

power transmission and, more specifically, to cables for

the transmission of high voltage, high current electrical

05 pulses, or of high steady state currents. The invention is

a result of a contract with the Department of Energy

(Contract No. W-7405-ENG-36).

Currently, many technologies require the transmission

of high voltages and/or high current. Among these are SDI

I0 research, nuclear simulation or EMP work, railgun and

electromagnetic launcher research, magnetic fusion

research, and industrial areas such as electro-refining.

In areas such as these, it is necessary to transmit

currents, usually in the form of pulses, from a generating

15 source to a load. These currents can range from hundreds

of amperes to hundreds of kiloamperes.

In the past, two main systems have been used for the

transmission of such currents. One is coaxial cable.

However, standard sizes of coaxial cable, while

20 substantially containing the associated fields, have such

small cross-sectional areas, that energy capacity is quite

limited. Coaxial cables are also subject to severe forces

caused by the magnitude of the currents and the associated

fields.
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The other system is enclosed metal busbars. Busbars,

however, are bulky and expensive. They also are highly

inductive, and emit considerable electromagnetic radiation.

In the past, large numbers of parallel-connected

coaxial cables have been used to transmit moderate amounts

05 of energy. However these multiple cable arrangements are

unfortunately quite limited in current carrying capacity.

The present invention uses seven (7) cables of the

conventional power cable type in a manner which reduces the

forces on the cable bundle to approximately 6% of the

i0 forces exerted on a simple two conductor arrangement

subject to the same current.

The invention has the shielding capability of a coaxial

cable combined with the superior energy capacity of a metal

bus bar system. It provides an inexpensive means for

15 transmitting large quantities of power in a compact

fashion, without subjecting the conductors to the high

magnetic forces normally associated with large electrical

currents. Additionally, the invention provides a

substantial cost savings when compared to enclosed metal

20 bus systems of similar capacity.

It is an object of the present invention to provide

compact cable for the transmission of very high currents.

It is a further object of the present invention to

provide cable which tends to cancel its self-generated

25 fields.

lt is a still further object of the present invention

to p_-ovide high current electrical cable which can be

coiled onto conventional cable spools.

Additional objects, advantages and novel features of

30 the invention will be set forth in part in the description

which follows, and in part will become apparent to those

skilled in the art upon examination of the following or may



be learned by practice of the invention. The objects and

advantages of the invention may be realized and attained by

means of the instrumentalities and combinations

particularly pointed out in the appended claims.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

05 To achieve the foregoing and other objects, and in

accordance with the purposes of the present invention, as

embodied and broadly described herein, the high-voltage,

high-current transmission cable of the present invention

comprises a ground conductor for connecting to ground with

I0 an even numbered plurality of insulated electrical

conductors radially positioned around the ground

conductor. When connected to a source of current, each of

the insulated electrical conductors has a polarity opposite

from its immediately adjacent insulated electrical

15 conductors at any instant of time.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The accompanying drawing, which is incorporated in and

forms a part of the specification, illustrates the

embodiments of the present invention and, together with the

20 description, serves to explain the principles of the

invention. In the drawing:

FIGURE 1 is a cross-sectional view of the cable

according to the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

25 The present invention provides a high-voltage,

high-current electrical cable. Such cable is extremely

valuable in transmitting power without experiencing large

field induced forces, or emitting strong electromagnetic

fields, lt accomplishes this through the a_'rangement of

30 several individual electrical conductors about a central

ground conductor. This arrangement is best understood by

referring to Figure i.
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In Figure i, a cross-sectional view of one embodiment

of cable _i0_is illustrated. Ground conductor 12 is shown

surrounded by six individual insulated conductors i_44, i_55,

16, 1_/7, 1__8, I_-9. Ground conductor 12. can be a Large gauge

bare conductor sized to handle the greatest fault current

05 expected for the application.

Banding 2_O0,which may be steel banding, surrounds

insulated conductors 14, 15, i_66, 1_/7, 18, i_99at convLnient

intervals to maintain them in the configuration shown. In

ge_eral, banding 2__00can be placed at 12-18 in. intervals.

10 One possible banding material is 0.75 in. X 0.05 in.

stainless steel water hose banding.

Insulated conductors I__44,15, 1__6_,1_7_,I_88,1_9 can be

15.-20 Kv cable of a size determined to be proper for the

expected current. Even with wire sizes up to 1250 MCM,

15 cable I__QOcan be easily coiled like conventional cable. One

useful cable is I000 MCM, 20 kV ac, type MV.-90, standard

1072 cable, which is 90 °C rated, wet or dry. This

cable has a 3 mil copper shield, ethylene propylene rubber

(EPR) extruded insulation with PVC jacket overall The

20 outside diameter is 1.95 in.

Using this i000 MCM cable, the specifications for cable

_i_0according to the present invention are:

Weight: 44.3 kg/m

Resistance: II.50 #ohm/m

25 Ampacity: 1920 Arms

Inductance: =200 nH/m.

In an application, one end of cable i_0_is connected

securely to ground. Insulated cables i_44,i_66,18 are

connected to one polarity, for example, the positive

30 terminal of output equipment. Insulated cables I__55,_1_.7,19

are connected to the opposite polarity, for example, the

negative terminal of output equipment. This means that for"
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any particular instant in time, the polarity in one

conductor will be opposite to the polarity in its adjacent

conductors.

Insulated conductors 1_4_, I__55,16, 1_/7,188, 1__9and ground

conductor 12 can be terminated with 3M_ utility grade

05 termination kits. The connectors can be Delta-Star cast

bronze terminal lugs. Cable connection features adjustable

saddle with two silicon bronze "U" bolts per cable. Both

the body and the saddle have a longitudinal wave cast in

the body, providing a definite wrapping action which

I0 slightly deforms the cable as the bolts are tightened.

This provides positive pressure between all strands and

assures a high conductivity and high pull out strength

connection. The circuits for the positive cables and for

the negative cables can use lugs which accept three

15 cables. The ]mug for ground conductor 1-2 accepts a single

cable.

The alternating polarity of the adjacent cables results

in effective cancellation of self-generated external

fields. Among other benefits, this cancellation reduces

20 forces on the cables to a negligible level, being

approximately 6% of the force experienced in a simple, two

conductor arrangement subjected to equivalent high current

pulses.

In an experiment, 15 kV, i000 MCM power cable was used

25 for insulated conductors I_A4, 1__5,I_66, !!, i_88,i_99. Cable I_O0

was operated at 50 kA, with pulses having an action of

2.8XI09 A2-s. The 50 kA pulse was repeated every i0

minutes, corresponding to an rms current level of 2.16 kA.

Close visual inspection revealed no physical distortion due

to magnetic forces. The maximum temperature recorded on3O
the bundle surface was 40 °C, considerable lower than

the 90 °C rated temperature of the cable.



In another experiment, 18 in. and 12 in. segments of

cable i0 were subjected to a voltage of 50 kV to ground for

30 sec. Then, each was subjected to a current of 60 kA for

6.8XI09 A2-sec. The segments were monitored by closed

circuit television, and no movement was detected. The

05 circumferences of each segment were measured both before

and after this test, and no growth was detected in either

segment

It is recommended, however, that the interval between

each banding 2_O0not exceed 18 in. because of possible

I0 short-circuit forces. These forces will produce 30-40 ks[

in the banding with an 18 in. interval.

The foregoing description of the embodiments of the

invention have been presented for purposes of illustration

and description, lt is not intended to be exhaustive or to

15 limit the invention to the precise form disclosed, and

obviously many modifications and variations are possible in

light of the above teaching. The embodiments were chosen

and described in order to best explain the principles of

the invention and its practical application to thereby

20 enable others skilled in the art to best utilize the

invention in various embodiments and with various

modifications as are suited to the particular use

contemplated. It is intended that the scope of the

invention be defined by the claims appended hereto.



ABSTRACT

A transmission cable for carrying high current pulses

in which an even numbered plurality of electrical

conductors surrounds a central ground conductor. Each

electrical conductor is connected so that it at any instant

05 in time it will carry current of opposite polarity to the

polarity carried by adjacent conductors. This arrangement

cancels practically all of the external fields generated by

current in the conductors.
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